CAMP STEM HOUSE

- The CAMP STEM house is designed to provide newly admitted students in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) with a welcoming environment where information, resources, and opportunities are shared to help them navigate the campus and achieve success in their degree programs.
- The house is focused on enhancing a sense of community, strengthening the science identity of its residents, and functions as a hub of knowledge for CAMP eligible students.
- House events are designed to help students learn how to position themselves for success in research and/or industry, and residents will be able to gain access to a network of scholars that will help them get the most out of their social, academic, and professional experience in STEM.

If you are interested in living in this theme house or have any questions, please contact: Thais Bouchereau -- tboucher@uci.edu

If you have questions regarding the California Alliance for Minority Participation (CAMP), please contact Isamp@uci.edu

If you have any questions regarding the Continuing Student Housing Selection Process specifically, please contact the AV Housing Office at avoffice@uci.edu